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ring your answers by the Goodman Games booth any time during
exhibit hall hours to submit your entry! If you get at least 15 answers
correct, you’ll win twelve heifers, a cask of fine spices, nine silver ingots
and a harem of dancing girls. Offer valid while supplies last. Once
supplies are exhausted, you win some cheap swag and a pat on the back!
(1) In the winter of ‘79/’80, Erol Otus crashed through the ice of a frozen lake,
almost drowning and freezing at the same time. Whose borrowed snowmobile
was he driving?
(2) In what TSR AD&D adventure module can players find a small, working model
of the starship Warden from Gary Con VIP Jim Ward’s Metamorphosis Alpha?
(3) On the starship Warden, how many Captains are there working at any given time?
(4) What does the Temporal Fugue mutation do?
(5) TSR had a special show room in the Toy Fair Building. It was on the same level as the
catwalk. What floor was TSR’s show room on?
(6) TSR made a computer game license with SSI. What was the title of the first product
they produced?
(7) Name at least two of the toy monster figurines that Gary Gygax found at a five-anddime store with his eldest children in the late 1960’s, which he subsequently used as miniatures in Chainmail and then D&D.
(8) In what TSR AD&D module can an image of the Kool-Aid Man be seen sitting on a shelf
in the background?
(9) From the AD&D Dungeon Masters Guide, who is the adventuring companion of Dimwall the Magician?
(10) Name all seven old-school TSR fantasy artists whose work appeared in D&D products
from the 1970’s and 1980’s, who have done artwork for Dungeon Crawl Classics.
(11) In what city was the school supply company that TSR and role-players around the
world got their original polyhedral dice?
(12) According to Col. Lou Zocchi, what is the ideal diameter of a 5-sided die?
(13) How many traps were included in the original edition of Grimtooth’s Traps?
(14) What mythical animal appears on the cover of the very first edition of Tunnels & Trolls?
(15) What year was the Nuclear War Card Game first published?
(16) The adventure module DCC#68: People of the Pit takes its title from a short story by
what Appendix N author?
(17) Doug Kovacs’ classic DCC RPG demon skull illustration includes a secret message.
What is it?
(18) In a cosmic coincidence, Doug Kovacs’ first art for a DCC module appeared
in Harley Stroh’s first published DCC module. Which adventure was this?
(19) What is the name of the warrior on the cover of DCC #69: The Emerald Enchanter?
(20) Throughout all of Appendix N, there is only one character who is
referred to by his author as “a fighting man.” That character is the archetypal fighter character in Appendix N. Who is he?
(21) The Dungeon Alphabet by Michael Curtis won what old-school award?
(22) What infamous character-killer D&D module debuted at Origins 1 in 1975?
(23) The Judges Guild Journal featured a column by the character Maed Makistakator. What real-life game designer
used this pseudonym?
(24) In the Judges Guild business, the title Makistikator (with two I’s) was used for what job function?
(25) “Installment L” was the Judges Guild subscription code for what legendary adventure?
(26) Which of the following Greyhawk setting modules was not published first as a convention tournament adventure? (a) C1 Hidden Shrine of Tamoachan, (b) C2 Ghost Tower of Inverness, (c) S1 Tomb of Horrors, (d) S2 White
Plume Mountain, (e) S3 Expedition to the Barrier Peaks, (f) S4 Lost Caverns of Tsojcanth
(27) Tom Moldvay’s 1981 Expert Set features the first publication of the Known World campaign setting. What
country was featured in that set’s sample wilderness environs?
(28) Erol Otus began his freelance RPG art publishing career with what works? (a) the remorhaz and the
ankheg in The Dragon magazine, (b) Interior illustrations for Dave Hargrave’s The Arduin Grimoire, (c) the
Necromicon from his own company Fantasy Arts Enterprises, (d) none of the above
(29) Which artists’ artwork was removed for the 1979 revised edition of the Dungeon Masters Guide? (a) Erol Otus
and David S. LaForce, (b) Greg Fleming and Tom Wham, (c) Todd Oleck and David C. Sutherland III, (d) Darlene Pekul and Will McLean, (e)
none of the above
(30) Which of the AD&D hardbound books was published first?
Do you have submissions for next year’s trivia contest? Email them to us at info@goodman-games.com!

